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Abstract. In this paper we show how privacy of genomic sequences can be pro-
tected while they are analyzed using Hidden Markov Models (HMM), which is
commonly done in bioinformatics to detect certain non-beneficial patterns in the
genome. Besides offering strong privacy guarantees, our solution also allows pro-
tecting the intellectual property of the parties involved, which makes the solu-
tion viable for implementation of secure bioinformatics services. In particular,
we show how two mutually mistrusting parties can obliviously run the forward
algorithm in a setup where one party knows a HMM and another party knows a
genomic string; while the parties learn whether the model fits the genome, they
neither have to disclose the parameterization of the model nor the sequence to
each other. Despite the huge number of arithmetic operations required to solve
the problem, we experimentally show that HMMs with sizes of practical impor-
tance can obliviously be evaluated using computational resources typically found
in medical laboratories. As a central technical contribution, we give improved
protocols for secure and numerically stable computations on non-integer values.

1 Introduction

It is commonly believed that advances in and economies of scale of biological sequenc-
ing will allow to sequence human genomes at low cost in the foreseeable future, effec-
tively paving the route for personalized medicine [19, 20]. Genomic data will be used
by healthcare providers to check for disease predispositions or drug intolerances of in-
dividual patients. It can be foreseen that a service-based industry will emerge, where
special providers offer services to match genomic sequences against models of specific
diseases, as well as offering personalized programs of drug application to such patients.

In this context two important security problems arise: First, genomic data must
be considered extremely privacy sensitive and should thus be strongly protected from
abuse. Second, mathematical models for diseases and the related genomic details are
valuable intellectual property of the service provider, which is the basis of his busi-
ness model. Enabling such bioinformatics services thus requires security mechanisms
that can achieve both goals at the same time: privacy protection of genomic data and
protection of the involved intellectual property.

So far, existing works considered basic bioinformatics algorithms that search for
patterns (represented by regular expressions or substrings), perform sequence align-
ments or compute typical quantities, such as the edit distance (e.g. see [3, 12, 18]). In
this paper we show how to evaluate much more complex probabilistic queries repre-
sented by Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) on genomic data in a secure way. HMMs



are widely used in computational biology to detect locations with certain properties,
e.g., disease related signals or general properties of important, disease related enzymes,
such as kinases.

In particular we consider the following scenario: Party A, who is a health care
provider acting on behalf of a patient, has sequenced the patient’s genome. A wants
to interact with a provider B, who offers a service to check parts of the genome against
a model, encoded as HMM, for a specific disease. A wants to see “how good” the model
fits the genome, thereby determining the likelihood of a disease predisposition, while
being bound to preserve the patient’s privacy. At the same time, party B does not want
to disclose the HMM since the model itself is his business secret that distinguishes his
service from other providers. In this paper we show how A and B can achieve both goals
by providing a way to run the HMM forward algorithm [6] in an oblivious manner.

This requires techniques for efficiently and accurately performing Secure Multi-
party Computation (SMC) on real values, since the forward algorithm operates on
(sometimes extremely small) probabilities. A practical SMC-solution was first proposed
in [9], which encodes (heavily quantized) real values in a logarithmic representation and
provides protocols to obliviously perform all basic arithmetic operations on encryptions
of such values. As a contribution of this paper we significantly improve performance of
the primitives in [9] so that several hundred thousand of such arithmetic operations can
be performed within a few minutes.

In summary, we make the following contributions in this paper:
• We improve the most complex operation (which is the addition) of the framework

presented in [9]; while the original solution required O(|T |) computation, our im-
proved version requires only O(

√
|T |) work.

• We further give a private implementation of the forward algorithm which is com-
monly used to process and analyze genomic material and protein sequences. The
resulting protocol allows to protect both the privacy of genomic data and the intel-
lectual property of the service provider (i.e., the HMM).

• We implemented the algorithm in the widely used HMMER [7] framework and
tested it on realistic models and sequences. We show that the developed protocols
allow to analyze medium-size models on standard computing equipment in a cou-
ple of minutes, despite performing about 300.000 arithmetic operations on small
encrypted probabilities.

2 Related Work

Several constructions for Secure Multiparty Computation [21] are known in the liter-
ature. Various approaches for securely evaluating a function have been developed for
different function representations, namely combinatorial circuits [10, 11], Ordered Bi-
nary Decision Diagrams [13], branching programs [15], or one-dimensional look-up
tables [14]. While these methods target computations performed over the integers only,
extensions were proposed that can handle rational numbers [8], real values in fixed point
notation [4] and real values in logarithmic notation [9].

Some works deal with the secure analysis of genomic sequences: [3] considers the
problem of securely computing the edit distance between two strings; [12] presents a



secure algorithm to perform sequence alignments using the Smith-Waterman algorithm;
finally [18] proposes an algorithm that allows to run arbitrary queries, formulated as
regular expressions, on genomic sequences in an oblivious way. Some papers deal with
the problem of securely evaluating HMMs [17, 16]. However, neither of these protocols
comes with a satisfactory security proof and sufficient experimental analysis to assure
the accuracy of the results.

3 Efficient Computations on Encrypted Non-Integer Values

As a central cryptographic tool, we use a semantically secure additively homomorphic
public-key encryption scheme introduced by Damgård, Geisler and Krøigaard (DGK)
in [5]. In DGK a message m ∈ Zu is encrypted by computing c = gmhr mod n, where
n is a RSA-modulus, u is a prime number and r is a randomly chosen integer. In our
application u is from a very small range, which results in a very small plaintext space
Zu. For our construction it will be essential that the plaintext space is a small finite
field, since this will allow us to perform very efficient operations (such as polynomial
interpolation in Zu or efficient decryption). Thus we will assume that the prime number
u is chosen only slightly larger than the values which occur during the computations
(for typical applications values u with bitlength 10-20 bits will be sufficient). In the
sequel we will denote a DGK encrypted value m by [m].

Secure computations on non-integer values. In [9], a framework was presented which
allows secure computations on non-integer numbers. Rather than using a fixed point
representation, the values are approximated using a logarithmic representation. This
promises a constant relative representation error both for very small and for very large
values. Each non-integer value v ∈ R ⊂ R is represented as a triplet (ρ, σ, τ), where
ρ is a flag indicating whether v is equal to zero, σ stores the sign of v and τ =

⌈−S · logB(
|v|
C )⌋ for positive parameters B,C, S. The framework provides protocols

LSUM,LSUB,LDIV, and LPROD, which allow two parties to obliviously perform
the four basic arithmetic operations on triplets ([ρ], [σ], [τ ]) which have been encrypted
using a semantically secure homomorphic cryptosystem. It can easily be seen that a
product (LPROD) of such encrypted numbers x, y can be computed in a straightfor-
ward manner using the homomorphic properties of the encryption, by observing that
τxy = τx + τy. Unfortunately, the operation LSUM is more involved. To this end, the
parties have to compute τx+y = τy − S · ⌈logB(1 +B(τx−τy)/S)⌋. Computing τx+y

from τx and τy using standard methods from Secure Multiparty Computation is inef-
ficient. Therefore, [9] uses an oblivious table lookup to obtain the value τx+y , so that
none of the parties is able to learn anything about the value which was queried, and in
turn, which value was retrieved by the oblivious look-up operation.

In the remainder of this section we will show how this table look-up operation can
significantly be improved in order to obtain a more efficient LSUM implementation.
In particular, we describe a two-party protocol which allows to perform an oblivious
table lookup for some value x ∈ X , where X = [xl;xu] is some interval with bounds
xl, xu ∈ Z. The table will be denoted by T = (xi, f(xi))xi∈X ; we use T (x) to denote
the entry of the table T at position x. The construction is given in the well known
two party scenario, where one party A holds the private key for some homomorphic



x f(x)

x1 f(x1)
x2 f(x2)
...

...
x|T | f(x|T |)

Table 1. Table lookup in [9].

y \ z 0 1 . . . k − 1

0 f(x1) f(x2) . . . f(xk)
1 f(xk+1) f(xk+2) . . . f(x2k)
...

...
k − 1 f(x|T |−k+1) f(x|T |−k+2) . . . f(x|T |)

Table 2. New table lookup.

encryption scheme, and another party B holds an encryption [x] of a value x and learns
an encryption [T (x)] of T (x), but neither x nor the plain table entry T (x).

Efficient Private Function Evaluation. Creating and transmitting the full table used in
a LSUM is rather costly. Therefore, the main idea is to transform the lookup in a large
table of size |T | into two lookups in smaller tables of size k :=

√
|T | and one evalua-

tion of a polynomial. This is, from a setting as depicted in Table 1, we go to a setting as
depicted in Table 2. In the remainder of this section we assume that x is a positive value
(this can always be achieved by shifting the interval X = [xl;xu] to X ′ = [0;xu − xl]
and changing Table 1 accordingly). For simplicity, we will further assume that the table
T has 22ℓ entries, thus k =

√
|T | = 2ℓ.

We first split up x into two values y and z which consist of the ℓ/2 most significant
resp. least significant bits of x, i.e. x = y · k + z. Now, we perform two simultaneous
table lookups. In the first lookup, the value z is mapped to a value x̃ ∈ {x̃0, . . . , x̃k−1},
where the values x̃1, . . . , x̃k−1 are chosen at random from Zu. Next, polynomials Pi

are generated in a way that on the evaluation points x̃1, . . . , x̃k−1 the polynomials take
on values f(xi), i.e. Py(x̃z) = f(y · k + z). In the second lookup, the value y is
used to select the polynomial Py which is finally evaluated on x̃ to obtain the result
f(x) = f(y · k + z) = Py(x̃).
Thus, the full protocol consists of the following steps:

1. (Offline): Prepare representation as polynomials: First we choose k random val-
ues x̃0, . . . , x̃k−1. Next, using Newton-interpolation, we compute k polynomials
Py(x̃z) = f(y · k + z) such that Py(x̃z) = f(y · k + z).

2. Extract the bits of [x] to obtain values [y], [z], such that x = y · k + z.
3. Transfer value a x̃ and a polynomial P with tables of size k ≈

√
|T |: For this

we can use the table-lookup as presented in [9] or use oblivious transfer (OT).
First, use an oblivious table look-up to obtain the value x̃z; next, run the protocol
a second time to obtain the polynomial Py .

4. Reconstruct the value [T (x)] by evaluating the polynomial Py on the value x̃z .
For the full protocol, a detailled description of all steps and a security proof we refer
the reader to the full version of this paper.

4 Secure Bioinformatics

In this section we describe how the computational framework presented in Section 3
can be applied to algorithms that securely analyze genomic and gene product related
sequences by using Hidden Markov Models (HMM). HMMs are probabilistic methods
that model a stream of symbols by a Markov process, which is driven by “hidden”



states of the process, unobservable to an outsider. In different states the dynamics of
the process differs and thus the statistics of emitted symbols varies with time. States
in bioinformatics applications can be indicators for particular disease related properties
of sequences that code for e.g. non-beneficially mutated proteins or sites of potential
post-translationally modifications.

Hidden Markov Models. A Hidden Markov Model λ = (A,B, π) is characterized by
the following elements:

• Each HMM contains a set S of N hidden states: S = {S1, S2, . . . , SN}.
• A set V of M distinct observation symbols per state (the output alphabet): V =
{v1, v2, . . . , vM}.

• The state transition probability matrix A = {aij}, where aij is the probability of
moving from state Si to state Sj : aij = Prob[qt+1 = Sj | qt = Si] for 1 ≤ i ≤ N
and 1 ≤ j ≤ N , with proper normalization ∀1≤i≤N

∑
j aij = 1.

• The emission probabilities B = {bj(vk)} in state Sj , where bj(vk) is the prob-
ability of emitting symbol vk at state Sj : bj(k) = Prob[vk at t | qt = Sj ] for
1 ≤ j ≤ N and 1 ≤ k ≤ M .

• The initial state distribution π = {πi}, where πi is the probability that the start
state is Si: πi = Prob[q1 = Si] for 1 ≤ i ≤ N .

In typical bioinformatics applications (such as the one discussed in the introduction)
a fundamental problem arises: Given a Hidden Markov Model λ and an observed se-
quence O = o1o2 . . . oT , compute the probability Prob[O |λ] that the HMM can gener-
ate the sequence. This value indicates the significance of the observation. This problem
is commonly solved by applying the forward algorithm.

Secure Forward Algorithm. We consider the following two-party scenario. Party A
knows a genomic sequence O, while party B commands over a specific HMM λ. A
could be a health care provider, who has sequenced a patient’s genome O, but wishes
to preserve the privacy of the patient. B is a drug company or some bioinformatics
institute, which wants to preserve its intellectual property contained within the param-
eterization of the HMM. Both parties are interested to learn how good the model fits to
the genome O by running the forward algorithm, whereas neither party wants to share
its input with each other. The overall probability reported by the algorithm can be, for
example, the confidence of B that A’s patient develops a particular disease.

To compute the probability Prob[O |λ], we can employ the forward algorithm.
Consider the so-called forward variable αt(i) = Prob[o1, . . . , ot, qt = Si |λ] which
indicates how likely it is to end up in state Si after processing t steps, assuming that
o1, . . . , ot have been emitted. For α1(i) we have α1(i) = πibi(oi). Given αt(i), the
probabilities αt+1(i) can be computed inductively by αt+1(i) = bi(ot+1)·

∑N
j=1 αt(j)·

aji. Finally, we have Prob[O |λ] =
∑N

i=1 αT (i).
A full description of the realization of the forward algorithm using the framework

of Section 3 can be found in Protocol 1. Note that in the protocol for clearness of pre-
sentation we omit to explicitly label encoded elements: all values aij , bi(vj), πi and αi

should be read as encoded values according to Section 3. In the initialization step, party
A provides party B with an encrypted version of the sequence, where each symbol of O
is encoded as a binary vector of length M (the position of the one in the vector encodes



Protocol 1 Secure Forward Algorithm

Input: Party A: Sequence O = o1o2 . . . oT
Party B: HMM λ = (A,B, π)

Output: Prob[O |λ]
1: Initialization:

Party A:
For each oi prepare a vector Θi =
{θi1, . . . , θiM} in a way that θij = 1 if
vj = oi and θij = 0 otherwise.
Encrypt Θi component wise and send [Θi]
to party B

2: Party B:
Compute emission probabilities:
for i = 1 to N

for j = 1 to T
[ρbi(oj)] =

∏M
k=1[θik]

ρbi(vk)

[τbi(oj)] =
∏M

j=k[θik]
τbi(vk)

[bi(oj)] := ([ρbi(oj)], [τbi(oj)])
end

end
3: Party B:

for i = 1 to N
[α1(i)] = LPROD([πi], [bi(o1)])

end
4: Induction:

for t = 1 to T − 1
for i = 1 to N
[Σ1

1 ] = LPROD([αt(1)], [a1i])
for j = 2 to N

tmp = LPROD([αt(j)], [aji)]
[Σj

1] = LSUM([Σj−1
1 ], )

end
[αt+1(i)] = LPROD([bi(ot+1)], [Σ

N
1 ])

end
end

5: Termination:
[Σ2

1 ] = LSUM(αT (1), αT (2))
for i = 3 to N

LSUM([Σi−1
1 ], [αT (i)])

end
return [Prob[O |λ]] := [ΣN

1 ]

the symbol). This allows party B to easily compute encryptions [bi(oj)] of the emission
probabilities by using the homomorphic properties of the Paillier cryptosystem in step
2. In addition, party B initializes the values α1(i) as the product of the probabilities
πi and the emission probabilities bi(o1) for the first observation symbol. In step 3 the
parties compute interactively the forward-variables αt(i), and in step 4 the result of the
forward algorithm [Prob[O |λ]], which can be decrypted by A.

5 Implementation and Experimental Results

We have implemented the optimized framework for performing secure computations on
non-integer values as well as the secure forward algorithm in C++ using the GNU GMP
library version 5.0.1. Tests were run on a computer with a 2.1 GHz 8 core processor and
4GB of RAM running Ubuntu version 9.04. The parties A and B were implemented as
two multi-threaded entities of the same program. Therefore our tests do not include
network latency.

Complexity of LSUM. We have implemented the LSUM operation using the optimiza-
tions described in Section 3. We compare our results to those of [9]. Figure 1 depicts the
time complexity of the protocol of [9] and our optimized version. Both programs were
run for different table sizes |T | in the range between |T | = 1.000 and |T | = 20.000,
the implementation by [9] was allowed to reuse tables 150 times while our construction
reused each set of polynomials 10 times. To allow for a fair comparison, we restricted
both implementations to run only on one core of the processor (thus, no parallelization
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Fig. 1. Performance of the LSUM operation de-
pending on the table size |T |.

Small Medium Large
Computation 33 499 632

Communication 69.6 964.3 1472.3
LSUM 14.161 162.491 225.984

LPROD 25.971 297.929 414.337

Fig. 2. Computational complexity (seconds),
Communication complexity (MB), operation
count for LSUM and LPROD of the forward
algorithm for different model sizes.

was allowed in the tests). Figure 1 depicts the results: The y-axis shows the computa-
tional complexity in milliseconds (wall clock time) required to perform one LSUM, for
different table sizes (x-axis, logarithmic scale). While the solution of [9] (dotted line)
grows linear in |T | it can be seen that our improved solution grows moderately from
4.41ms for |T | = 1000 to 8.64ms for |T | = 20.000.

Complexity of private HMM analysis. In order to demonstrate the practicality of the
secure forward algorithm developed in Section 4), we implemented this algorithm in
HMMER [1], version 2.3.2, which is widely used in the bioinformatics community to
perform analysis of DNA and protein sequences. Real values were encoded and en-
crypted as described in Section 3, while the LSUM operation was realized by using our
optimized construction.

We tested our implementation with several HMMs from the PFAM database [2].
Among them are models which are relevant for identification of protein domains, that
play crucial roles in oncogenic transformations and other diseases connected to sig-
naling in cells. In particular, we chose HMMs of three different sizes: A small model
(SH3 1, PF00018) of length 48, a medium model (Ras, PF00071) of length 162 and a
large model (BID, PF06393) with 196 states. For the small, medium and large models
we chose tables of size 1400, 3520 and 4600, respectively, in the LSUM operation.
We experimentally chose the parameters of the number representation in a way that
minimized the overall quantization error.

We measure the computational complexity of Protocols 1. The first row of Table 2
depicts the average runtime (wall clock time) of a single run of the forward algorithm.
Note that in these tests we allowed parallel computations on multiple cores of the pro-
cessor (e.g., we allowed to parallelize computation of the polynomials, run multiple
LSUM operations in parallel, etc). Even though we did not fully optimize our programs
at this point (only 3 out of 8 cores were used on average), we believe that the results
are nevertheless insightful: For example, running the forward algorithm on the medium
sized model requires approximately 8 minutes, despite performing 297.929 invocations
of LPROD and 162.491 invocations of LSUM.

The communication complexity measures the traffic between the two parties. This
value mainly depends on the size of the RSA modulus n, which was set to 1024 bits.



The keysize for the garbled circuits was set to 80 bit. The second row of Table 2 depicts
the communication complexity.
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